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Agenda

•What is Appendix F?
•Why is it being revised?
•What is being changed?
•What is the impact?
•What is the status?
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What is Appendix F?

• Screening tool for fire protection related 
findings that occur at power.

• Phase 1
– Qualitative screening questions

• Phase 2
– Conservative quantitative screening process
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Why is it being Revised?

• Inspector feedback identified that the 
procedure was inefficient.
– Phase 1 questions were of limited use.
– Phase 2 was confusing and did not let the 

inspector investigate the areas with the 
biggest risk reduction impact first.

• Fire protection related information was out 
of date.
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What is being Changed?
• Phase 1 

– Some questions were deleted and new questions 
were added.

• Phase 2
– Process was reorganized to allow the inspector to 

focus on the most significant factor first.
– Use of Fire Dynamics Tools spreadsheets was 

replace with pre-solved tables and plots.
– Fire protection related information was updated.
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What is the Impact?

• Improved efficiency screening findings to 
green using Phase 1 and 2.

• No impact to Phase 3 SDP.
• No impact in determining the final risk 

significance of greater than green findings.
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What is the Status?

• Internal comments have been 
incorporated.

• Procedure will be issued soon.
• Procedure will become effective January 

2018.
• Gap training and initial training taking 

place Oct/Nov 2017, before the procedure 
becomes effective.
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OCFO UPDATE
Fee Billing Enhancements

ROP Public Meeting
September 21, 2017
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Overview
• Fee Billing Enhancements

– Drivers for Change
– What is changing for external stakeholders
– Current Status

• Project Aim & Future Enhancements
– Completed Items
– eBilling
– Tax Identification Numbers
– Fees Transformation
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Drivers for Change

• Goal – continued assurance of accurate fee billing 
with no data errors, fee certification errors or, 
reporting inconsistencies

• Audits
– Government Accountability Office and the Office of the 

Inspector General recommended improvements to the 
agency’s internal control environment for time and labor 
reporting in support of the license fee billing process

– Recommendations included centralized control over 
time and labor data (CAC) with an increased emphasis 
on employee accountability
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Agency Short Term Focus

• Data structure changes
– Cost Activity Code, Enterprise Project ID, Docket
– Create an improved relational data structure to 

provide enhanced tracking and reporting

• New and existing systems integration 
– 2 new systems (EDMS - Docket and EPID; CACS)
– 14 interfaces for data transfer
– Changes in existing systems to accept new data 

structures
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Agency Long Term Focus

• Take actions to strengthen Internal Controls
– Track and monitor new data construct
– Develop reporting to better inform management 

and external stakeholders
– Revise the Fee Validation and Certification process
– Develop methodologies to improve fee 

transparency and reporting
– Continue to automate and improve financial 

management processes (i.e. expand IPP, eBilling)
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How will this work
– Cost Activity Codes – used to identify all tasks

• Unique or repetitive tasks/activities for fee and non-fee work
• 6 digit alpha-numeric or numeric code aligned to the budget

– Enterprise Project ID – used to identify projects
• Includes linking inspection reports to project IDs
• Project reporting types of work (e.g. inspections)
• Corporate to identify high level projects

– Congressional tracking and reporting

– Docket – used to provide relevant licensee information
• Upgrades were made to data elements associated with 

dockets
• Ensure all information is available
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Visible Changes on Invoices
• Data Structure

– Old – TAC/CAC with multiple data elements embedded in the 
structure (this is what the licensee sees on an invoice)

• Activity Code: RX0017 – 05200016 – Calvert Cliffs EPR RCOL Review –
Containment and Ventilation – 174107-Y

• Inspection Report: 05000016/2017006 
– New - Break out data elements - allow for a relational structure

• More efficient, allows for a more static activity code environment
• Inspection Report numbers converted to EPID with description
• Improved invoice and reporting

– EPID – Enterprise Project Identification Number – new data element
• Smart reference number for use in reporting – aligns to Inspection Report
• Provides the ability to report across business lines for an associated effort 

(e.g., project, licensing action, inspection).
• EPID is an umbrella code for a project under which a standard set of Cost 

Activity Codes (CAC) are the work activities in the regulatory process.
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Visible Changes on Invoices
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Project with activities grouped below.  

Staff and Contractors Identified

ABC Corp

ABC Corp

XYZ Inc

Smith, Jane Doe

Thomson, Timmy T.



Benefits of a standardized CAC/EPID 
data structure
• Overall improvement to data accuracy across agency

– Improves controls over CAC administration, timesheet 
entry, and the fee-billable CAC validation - link to a 
specific project, licensing action, or inspection 

– Increase accuracy through standardizing and improving 
controls over CACs, timecard entry, and fee-billable CAC 
validation 

– Improves reporting and response time to Congressional 
inquires

– Increase transparency in the fee bill. Currently, the fee bill 
references the inspector hours for billing period only by 
Inspection Report Number. 
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Current Status

– Go Live on October 2 – Coincides with start of new FY
– CAC, EPID inventories and staff assignment complete
– Systems connectivity and end to end testing in progress
– Communications and Training are in progress
– Licensees can expect to see the new Part 170 construct 

on the quarterly bill issued in January
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Project Aim

• Established to enhance the agency’s ability to 
plan and execute its mission while adapting in a 
timely manner to a dynamic environment

• External stakeholder input was sought
• Over 40 process and policy improvement options 

were proposed to the Commission
• Agency will continue through 2020 with 

transformational activities
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What is complete
Alignment of Budget and Fees
 Included additional content in Congressional Budget Justification (CBJ) to help 

licensees understand how the planned workload in the budget impacts fees.
 Included information about planned rulemaking and the associated resources and 

its impact on fees.
 Improved clarity and transparency in work papers by including easy to understand 

crosswalk to match information in the CBJ and the fee rule documents.
 Eliminated the interim allocation of mission-indirect resources across business 

lines to improve transparency of the budget formulation process. 
 Validated the budgeting process by comparing "budgeted" with "as spent" 

amounts in the CBJ.

Outreach to Licensees
 Explained in the fee rule work papers which international activities are subject to 

fee relief.
 Added additional plain language fee-related FAQs to the public Website. 
 Published a social media post in response to stakeholder comments received as 

a result of the Request for Information published in the Federal Register on March 
22, 2016.

Evaluation of New Basis for Fees
 Included a new section in the fee rule discussing the new fee class for small 

modular reactors.
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What is complete

Streamlining Fee Calculations
 Developed process to support CFO decision on the budgetary resource 

levels earlier in the year, used to develop the proposed fee rule.
 Developed the 10 CFR Part 170 fee estimates report.
 Modified the calculation of 10 CFR Part 170 estimates which will facilitate 

publishing the FY 2017 proposed and final fee rule earlier. 
 Posted fee-related spreadsheets in electronic format on the public Website.

Awareness to staff on direct billing to licensees
 Created Web-based training slides for staff to review annually regarding how 

to charge time to billable projects.  Part of project manager training materials.

Awareness to staff on modification of invoices
 Enhanced staff awareness of the importance of validating their fee-billable 

charges in the time and labor system. 
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Future Improvements

• Invoices
– January 2018 – Part 170 charges
– New data reporting construct
– Staff and contractor names on the invoices
– Descriptions at 120 characters
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Future Improvements

• eBilling
– Part of an OMB initiative to move the government agencies to 

electronic systems and eliminate paper invoices
– Will require changes to the Agency’s Fee Billing Module

• System re-design to send electronic invoices rather than hardcopies and bill 
monthly rather than quarterly to increase the speed of billing

• Distribute invoices electronically for faster processing.

– Development Phase through October 2018
– Execution Phase through October 2019
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Future Improvements

• Tax Identification Numbers
– DATA Act and other regulations require all entities doing business 

with the U.S. Government to provide a tax id number
– A process to collect TINs from licensees is being developed
– Systems work in progress to provide secure storage of the TINs in 

various systems
• Some small companies use the SSN as a TIN
• PII and security concerns
• Currently, a manual/paper process
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Future Improvements

• Fees Transformation
– Direct time charging for support functions where applicable

• Under consideration and study
• If accepted, would be executed September 2018

– Revise the PM/SRI methodology for administrative overhead
• Shifted to 6% flat charge against total labor hours charged in 2015
• With new data structure and clarity of tasks that are administrative, proposal to 

develop unique fee billable codes is under study for implementation
• If accepted, would be executed October 2018

– Inclusion of fees collected in previous fiscal years 
• Help to better inform fee policy
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• What we are doing is complex but comprehensive
• There are many concurrent activities occurring
• There will be bumps during the process
• Agency staff will implement, stabilize, observe and 

take corrective actions, as required, throughout Q1
• This will result in better process control and better 

data
• Better information for management
• More transparency for licensees
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Summary
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